Emergency architecture. Modular construction of healthcare facilities as a response to pandemic outbreak
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Abstract. Emerging infectious diseases originating from wildlife species continue to demolish humankind leaving an imprint on human history. December 2019 has marked the emergence of a novel coronavirus named SARS-CoV-2 (Covid-2019) originated in China in the city of Wuhan. Drastic emergence and spread of infectious disease have shown to appear in highly densified areas causing rapid spread of epidemic through population movement, transmission routes, major activity nodes, proximity, and connectivity of urban spaces. An extreme number of cases rising throughout the world caused space unavailability in healthcare facilities to serve patients infected with Covid-2019, therefore urging for innovative emergency management response from construction and architecture industry. Prefabricated modular construction has been widely utilized around the globe assembling rapid response facilities after catastrophic events such as tornadoes, hurricanes, and forest fires. An increasing number of Covid-2019 cases demanded effective and compressed implementation of medical centres to provide expeditious and secure healthcare. The paper examines the potential of standardization of modular construction of hospitals as a response to current and potential pandemic outbreaks. The research provides fundamental planning requirements of isolation units and their design flexibility as a key to rapid emergency solution.
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1 Introduction

Wuhan – the centre of Covid-2019 origination, considered to be the largest city in Central China and the central core for commerce and industry with high connectivity to international airports and proximity of people in living environments that amplified disease capacity [1]. The outbreak of Covid-2019 began during the Chinese Spring Festival, which caused an enormous acceleration of population movement resulting in the burst of infected people. January 21st has shown 215 cases confirmed in China, including 198 cases in Wuhan region and 17 cases that spread to other cities such as Shenzhen as the first reported case outside of
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Wuhan, Beijing, and Shanghai [2]. Dense urban areas, mass gatherings, and domestic transportations were former factors that influenced the speed, capacity, and transmission of the virus to other regions and countries.

A high number of cases caused by great population and lack of available spaces in hospitals required urgent response from authorities. Despite the similarity of Covid-2019 spread patterns around the world, cities responded differently thus resulting in distinct and innovative design solutions for healthcare systems. In order to provide health services, China has transformed conference centres and stadiums into shelters for medical care [3]. To host huge numbers of people Huoshenshan and Leishenshan hospitals were constructed using prefabricated modular units within few days after Wuhan outbreak began [4].

Modular construction method indeed differs from the conventional construction process. Modules are built and prefabricated off-site and then transferred and assembled into a structure at their final destination [5]. Modular units can be assembled as a set of volumetric elements including walls, ceilings, and floors on-site, or can be delivered fully completed for rapid construction.

Modular prefabricated construction has been widely used to save lives influenced by global warming calamities serving the urgent and temporary shelters. Nowadays, living in an unpredictable world, modular architecture allows prompt and efficient response permitting to save greater number of lives. In comparison to conventional construction process, utilization of prefabricated units is more efficient when rapid construction is necessary, which allows to cover big areas and provide medical care to people in need.

Authors believe that modular construction serves a great potential in providing emergency response in a new pandemic era. The model of the Leishenshan construction process has accelerated and promoted the integration of modular units into emergency construction worldwide, therefore developing an innovative design approach in combatting Covid-2019 virus. Preliminary research has shown the lack of supportive materials of modular hospital design, which highlights the importance of further research.

The paper focuses on the application of modular design of Leishenshan hospital, which has accelerated the new development of modular unit systems. The paper is based on innovative design technologies and their reflection on the efficiency and utilization of hospitals during Covid-2019 pandemic. Following that, the research highlights the essential information about the design standards and specifications required in the design of modular systems. Additionally, it indicates important sanitary requirements specific to the construction of virus-related hospitals.

The paper aims to indicate the potential of modular construction of temporary hospitals, therefore creating innovative preparation measures. Authors believe that modular construction of hospitals will allow not only a better preparedness for future viruses but provide more flexibility of design serving the potential for hospital expansion and rapid delivery of separate modular healthcare facilities.

2 Materials and methods

To understand the specificity of prefabricated hospital design, the paper provides in-detail construction and design process of Leishenshan hospital. It highlights essential data covering the beginning of the construction process, implementation, and its lifetime utilization. Following analysis includes plans and schemes, which highlight necessary design standards of modular unit hospital construction, consequently identifying fundamental requirements of design.

2.1 Construction of Leishenshan hospital

Leishenshan hospital was built as an emergency response to provide healthcare to patients infected with the novel Covid-2019 virus. The hospital was designed by Zhongnan
The paper aims to indicate the potential of modular construction of temporary hospitals, which has accelerated and promoted the integration of modular units into emergency response in a new pandemic era. The model of the Leishenshan construction allows to cover big areas and provide medical care to people in need. The paper focuses on the application of modular design of Leishenshan hospital, which has transformed conference centres and stadiums into shelters for medical care. To host huge numbers of people Huoshenshan and Leishenshan hospitals were constructed using innovative design solutions for healthcare systems. In order to provide health services, China required urgent response from authorities. Despite the similarity of Covid-2019 virus to other regions and countries.

Modular prefabricated construction has been widely used to save lives influenced by unpredictable world, modular architecture allows prompt and efficient response permitting utilization of prefabricated units is more efficient when rapid construction is necessary, which has accelerated the new development of modular unit systems. The paper is based on modular hospital design, which highlights the importance of further research.

Covid-2019 virus. Preliminary research has shown the lack of supportive materials of construction worldwide, therefore developing an innovative design approach in combatting formations. Despite the overall complexity of the task and compressed delivery time, the construction of healthcare facilities for the treatment of infectious diseases is complex and requires not only prefabrication units but the use of modern BIM technologies and cooperation off and on-site.

During the design stage architects and engineers integrated two types of modules with dimensions of 3×6×2.9 m and 2×6×2.9 m. Modular units adopted a skeleton system composed of composite board walls as main elements. The utilization of a composite system allows rigidity, safety, stability, and durability of the entire structure. To form the module, walls, ceilings, and floors panels included glass fiber insulation and steel plate finishes. Each modular unit is well insulated and equipped with a drainage system placed in corners.

The construction process of Leishenshan hospital took ten days and was subdivided into several stages. As shown on fig. 2, implementation process consists of several stages. Initial preparation includes work of excavators and bulldozers for levelling the ground. When the ground is flat, sand is being distributed on the ground into layers combining geotextile fabric and waterproofing materials in between to form the basis for foundation. Following that, concrete foundation is poured into the framed area with pillars for further waste drainage system. When the foundation is set, a skeleton of the units is placed accordingly to the plan. Consequently, skeleton modules being completed with prefabricated panels and essential electrical, medical, and ventilation systems, after which beds and other equipment can be placed.

Architectural Design Institute and later constructed by China Construction Third Engineering Bureau. The hospital included isolating units’ of 1600 beds located on a 79900 m² covering the area of 21.97 ha. To reduce the workload and accelerate the project, engineers and architects have used modular prefabricated systems. A steel structure was utilized as a primary modular assembly delivering various functions adopted to host operations in full isolation.

Fig. 1. Functional zoning of Leishenshan hospital [7].

The construction process combined the assembly of modules on-site fitting into the structure where innovative BIM technologies assisted in planning and precise hospital formation. Despite the overall complexity of the task and compressed delivery time, the construction of healthcare facilities for the treatment of infectious diseases is complex and requires not only prefabrication units but the use of modern BIM technologies and cooperation off and on-site.
2.2 Typology and requirements

In practice, modular units can be subdivided (fig. 3) into load-bearing wall modules and corner post-supported modules [9-11]. Load-bearing modules allow load distribution to foundation through walls, while corner post modules transfer load through corner post [11]. Corner post modules allow construction of bigger open spaces therefore modules can be placed on top of each other for necessary ceiling height [10].

The construction of healthcare facilities with full isolation is specific and, therefore demands a functional zoning subdivision (fig. 4). These healthcare facilities include controlled access, management of contaminated waste, and enclosing in-unit conditions including ventilation, humidity, and temperature levels [12]. Additionally, healthcare facilities require an integration of buffer areas between the isolation wards, and spaces for acute healthcare equipped with oxygen, negative pressure, and suction systems [12].

According to standards of healthcare facilities working in full isolation, Leishenshan hospital is subdivided into clean, semi-contaminated, and contaminated areas. Movement channels adopt the subdivision of patient and medical staff zones [6]. Movement pattern is separated between the clear, non-contaminated zones, and infected zones to exclude potential contamination throughout the channels. Additionally, layout should include the subdivision of medical staff movement, delivery, and patient channel [13, 14]. Studies show that to prevent environment from greater risk exposure, number of edges and corners should be minimized, the equipment should be made of easily cleanable surfaces and materials [15].
In practice, modular units can be subdivided into load-bearing wall modules and corner post-supported modules. Load-bearing modules allow load distribution to the foundation through walls, while corner post modules transfer load through corner post. Corner post modules allow the construction of bigger open spaces, therefore modules can be placed on top of each other for necessary ceiling height.

The construction of healthcare facilities with full isolation is specific and, therefore, demands a functional zoning subdivision. These healthcare facilities include controlled access, management of contaminated waste, and enclosing in-unit conditions including ventilation, humidity, and temperature levels. Additionally, healthcare facilities require an integration of buffer areas between the isolation wards, and spaces for acute healthcare equipped with oxygen, negative pressure, and suction systems.

According to standards of healthcare facilities working in full isolation, Leishenshan hospital is subdivided into clean, semi-contaminated, and contaminated areas. Movement channels adopt the subdivision of patient and medical staff zones. Movement pattern is separated between the clear, non-contaminated zones, and infected zones to exclude potential contamination throughout the channels. Additionally, layout should include the subdivision of medical staff movement, delivery, and patient channel.

Studies show that to prevent the environment from greater risk exposure, the number of edges and corners should be minimized, the equipment should be made of easily cleanable surfaces and materials.

In the construction of healthcare facilities for respiratory viruses, ventilation requires extra attention. Generally, three types of ventilation can be integrated into hospital construction: natural ventilation, mechanical ventilation, and mixed ventilation systems. Uniform ventilation connected through modules can cause potential contamination. Based on that, it is recommended to utilize ventilation, which is designed individually for each unit excluding the possibility of further contamination. Studies suggest that to minimize exposure of contamination, high air change rate and low placement of openings should be considered.
Functional zoning of temporary hospitals depends on the arrangement and spatial layout. Spatial zoning is primarily based on the organization of isolation wards and can take four forms (fig. 7). As can be seen on fig. 7 modules allow flexibility of zoning layout providing less potential of contamination between contaminated and non-contaminated passages. Crossing type is considered to be the most common type, which allows short traffic flow and less concentration of contamination. Alternating type provides better lighting and connection of isolation units with outdoor spaces serving potential for design of exterior gardens [19]. Dogleg is an L-shaped modular system, with relatively poor efficiency of space and disorganized movement throughout the building, which can cause greater exposure to virus. Diagonal type provides clear traffic movement, however, requires more time to move between the zones [19, 20].

3 Results

Undertaken analysis of modular construction of Leishenshan hospital helped to identify specific fundamental design requirements for providing medical care to people infected with respiratory virus. Despite that fact that modular construction allows great flexibility of design, functional zoning of hospitals will depend on the type of the virus, which will then be reflected in the plan of units and subdivision of areas. As a result, the research helped identify necessary subdivision of temporary hospitals into three main movement passages: contaminated, semi-contaminated and clear zones. Based on that, the contact between medical staff and patients is greatly minimized. On top of that, the study of Leishenshan hospital helped to indicate important stages of implementation, beginning from initial ground
and foundation preparation, and proceeding to unit assembly. The paper examined four most common types of modular composition including crossing, alternating, dogleg and diagonal systems. In result, it provided an overview of potential design adaptability of units into existing settings. Presented materials in the paper helped to identify necessary dimensions of units and equipment, as well as the components of modular units. Subsequently, conducted materials combine necessary information, which can be used in further research and application of prefabricated units as a response to future possible pandemic outbreaks.

4 Discussion

Urban planners and architects were determined to find a solution for countries that lack availability in hospitals. Despite two constructed hospitals in China and various transformations of hotels and public spaces into medical stations, architects have proposed concepts of prefabricated efficient, and fast implementing structures that could potentially host infected people [21, 22].

The development of modular prefabricated systems plays a vital role in global preparedness to catastrophic events and occurrence of novel diseases where emergency response is needed, and therefore reflects on a number of lives that can be saved [23, 24].

The integration of modular systems allows shortening of construction time and amount of labour on the site compared to conventional construction process. Estimate delivery time of building, which consists of modular systems is based on the preparedness of modules of-site, and therefore could be potentially prepared in advance in case of the emergency for a prompt response. On the other hand, buildings built following conventional construction process is organized layer by layer and require time to proceed to the next stage. Additionally, implementation of healthcare facilities with a conventional method depends on weather conditions, which can disrupt construction work during the process [19, 25].

The use of modular construction as a response to emergency situation allows flexibility of design and required materials [26, 27]. Despite the fact that modules can be composed of concrete, steel, and composite materials, creative ideas can be extracted and obtained from more affordable and accessible sources. Following the construction principle of Leishenshan hospital in China, architects and engineers brought creative ideas combining design and innovation.

Italian architects Carlo Ratti and Italo Rota have used basic shipping containers as a main component that could be adapted and fixed to existing structures of hospitals or converted into «shipping communities» (fig. 8, 9) for medical treatments [28]. CURA Pods were designed and installed in hospital in Turin following modular principle. CURA modules can be placed as a separate self-standing system or as an expansion of existing hospital allowing continuation of ongoing medical treatments [29]. The connection between modules can be provided through inflatable tunnels, which can be potentially subdivided into regulating zones [30].
Another innovative modular approach was applied in the construction of Amsterdam Cancer Centre in Netherlands [19, 31]. The building consists of 256 modules (fig. 10) covering an area of 2000 m². The hospital was designed as a free-standing modular building adjacent to existing cancer centre [19]. Containers as a main element of design were prepared and painted off-site and then consequently assembled together.

5 Conclusion

Living in a new era of pandemic, architects and engineers now take responsibility to provide rapid design solutions in emergency situations. It is now as never before important to develop a standardized design approach, which will allow quick response to pandemic outbreaks. The integration of modular construction into healthcare temporary facilities permits to provide dense urban areas with greater number of isolation units, thus minimizing space shortage in hospitals. Modular expansion of existing hospitals allows no disruption in ongoing functioning of healthcare facilities, which will greatly increase the efficiency of medical care response. Authors believe that prefabricated construction of healthcare units serves a great importance to the management of potential viruses in the future.
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